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Inhomogeneous Aging in Lithium-Ion Batteries Caused by
Temperature Effects

Sabine Paarmann,* Kathrin Schuld, and Thomas Wetzel*

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are utilized in numerous
applications ranging from mobile phones to electric vehicles
as electrochemical energy storage devices. A major advantage
of LIB compared to other storage technologies is their high
energy and power density. Still, the energy density, cost, safety,
and battery lifetime have optimization potential.[1,2]

Lifetime is of concern for the acceptance in society and
ecological sustainability, particularly of electric vehicles, as well
as the use in second-life applications. It is known that cyclic
aging is impacted by the stress factors C-rate,[3–12] depth of

discharge,[6–8,11,13,14] state of charge (SoC)
range,[5] and temperature.[3,5–10,15–24]

However, there is still a lack of understand-
ing the mechanisms of degradation and
their interplay, which leaves room for
improvement.[25]

The batteries’ degradation, performance,
and usable energy depend on the internal
temperature. Therefore, common recom-
mendations are to operate LIB within the
temperature range of about 15–35 °C, and
a maximum temperature of about 55 °C
should not be exceeded.[26,27] An optimum
temperature of around 25 °C is often
assumed, whereas warmer and colder tem-
peratures lead to accelerated degradation.

External cooling can actively counteract
the internal heat generation caused by both
irreversible dissipation and reversible
entropic effects. However, this temperature
control induces temperature gradients
inside the cell[28] and, depending on the
temperature control strategy, also temporal
temperature changes. For high C-rates, and

thus a larger internal heat generation, temperature differences in
the cell of more than 10 K may arise.[29]

The open-circuit potential and the internal cell resistance are
temperature-dependent. Thus, nonuniformities in temperature
cause an inhomogeneous current distribution and lead to nonuni-
form SoC within the cell.[30] As mentioned, degradation mecha-
nisms like chemical or structural changes depend on various
stress factors and often interact. Their effects can be observed in
almost all cell components.[5,31–34] Mostly, the focus is on SEI
growth, lithium plating, or particle cracking as the main drivers
of aging.[20,35,36] Thus, the postmortem analysis of this work will
focus on those three mechanisms. We will show how inhomoge-
neous temperature conditions influence the (non-)uniformity of the
observed aging, identify the primary cause of degradation, and dis-
cuss how critical temperature inhomogeneities are. Additionally,
we show that fundamentally different aging mechanisms occur
when the temperature changes with time during cycling.

1.1. Solid Electrolyte Interface

Current, temperature, and voltage impact solid electrolyte inter-
face (SEI) growth.[37,38] Temperature determines the reaction
kinetics of SEI formation.[39] At elevated temperatures, the SEI
layer grows faster, becoming more porous and unstable.[40] In
LiPF6 systems, the SEI is thermally unstable at temperatures
above 60 °C[40,41] and reacts with the electrolyte or active
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cycling. The electrodes exposed to a temperature gradient exhibit an inhomo-
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temperature. Cycling with superimposed transient temperatures reveals funda-
mentally different aging effects. With this knowledge, critical temperature con-
ditions can be avoided in applications to prolong cyclic lifetime.
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material.[42] Increasing the temperature even further, unstable
components convert to more durable species like Li2CO3.

[43,44]

The deposition of constantly new reaction products on the sur-
face may cause clogging of pores.[45,46] SEI evolution and its char-
acteristics can also be affected by transition metal dissolution, an
aging effect at the cathode.

Additionally, the volume expansion during (de-)lithiation of
the graphite causes mechanical stress, leading to fracture. The
SEI is the weakest material and, therefore, more prone to rupture
than graphite.[47] The particle fracture creates fresh graphite sur-
face that reacts again with the electrolyte to new SEI, causing
more loss of active lithium. Verma et al.[42] provide a broad over-
view of other parameters influencing SEI. The sensitivity of SEI
growth on the aforementioned conditions leads to inhomoge-
neous SEI properties if those conditions are inhomogeneously
distributed.[48]

1.2. Lithium Deposition

Plating describes the phenomenon during charging when lith-
ium ions are reduced and deposited as metal on the anode sur-
face instead of intercalating into the graphite lattice structure.
Literature broadly agrees that this lithium deposition originates
from limitations either in the charge transfer or the lithium dif-
fusion in the graphite. Typically charging with high currents or at
cold temperatures,[48] especially when combined with an already
high SoC,[7] are associated with plating.[23,40,49] Li et al.[50] provide
an overview of lithium deposition and its main aspects, like when
it occurs, its morphology, how it is influenced, and how it poten-
tially interacts with the SEI. Lithium deposition is a spatially
inhomogeneous process that gets more uniform with higher
temperatures.[51,52] Generally, lithium deposits preferably at
the edges of the electrode sheet as the lithium concentration
increases faster there.[53] This so-called edge effect even occurs
when the anode is oversized. Although, according to conven-
tional theories, mainly low temperatures lead to plating, it
may also be observed at moderate temperatures.[20] In addition,
Carter et al.[54] report plating for charging during a temperature
transient. They also showed that plating is not limited to high
currents if interelectrode temperature gradients are present.[55,56]

Then even conditions of 35 °C as average temperature and a cur-
rent of C/5 can lead to increased depositions. Those findings
indicate that plating is less well understood than it might appear.
For inhomogeneous temperatures parallel to the electrode,
plating is observed in the warmer cell regions as the higher cur-
rent dominates.[53] Thereby, the location but not the severity of
plating[57] is influenced.

The lithium loss due to deposition is partly reversible and is
restored after the so-called stripping process.[58] The irreversibly
plated lithium, however, reacts with electrolyte to SEI, becomes
electrically isolated, and therefore “dead lithium.”[51,53]

1.3. Mechanical Stress at the Cathode

A critical aging mechanism of the cathode active material is
mechanical degradation leading to disturbed electronic pathways
within the composite cathodes and, therefore, to higher contact
resistance.[59] Primarily at high voltages, cracks emerge at the

boundaries of the primary particles.[60] This intergranular crack-
ing can mainly be attributed to the strong anisotropic changes of
the crystal structure during lithium (de-)intercalation.[61]

Therefore, the SoC range during cycling has a higher impact
than the temperature. Still, during cycling between the cutoff vol-
tages with a constant current, the temperature impacts the SoC
range as the overpotentials depend on temperature. Thus, at
higher temperatures higher/lower SoC are reached before the
cutoff voltages are hit. Additionally, the exposure of fresh surface
to the electrolyte accelerates structural damage and mechanical
disintegration.[60]

Furthermore, mechanical degradation on the atomic level is
relevant as lattice parameters might change during long-term
cycling. Figure 1 shows the crystal structure of LCO as an exam-
ple for layered oxides with a hexagonal unit cell and the lattice
parameters a and c. Irreversible changes in the crystal structure
from rhombohedral to electrochemically inactive cubic mainly
occur at the particle surface, reducing the specific capacity of the
active material[62] and increasing the charge transfer resistance.
This process is accelerated at high cathode potentials.[1,60,61]

Especially at fresh surfaces originating from particle cracking,
transition metals dissolve.[63] This affects the SEI, where the
transition metals alter its formation and lead to an increased
loss of lithium. Manganese is prone to metal dissolution,
but also nickel, cobalt, and rarely aluminum can be found in
the SEI.

Overall, the aging mechanisms at the cathode are less sensi-
tive to temperature than those on the anode, yet the SoC (range)
is decisive for its degradation.

Observing the aging mechanisms, it is noticeable that they
highly depend on temperature and are hardly homogeneous
and at most statistically distributed. The SEI is heterogeneous
in terms of its components, and it comprises crystalline and
amorphous parts.[65] Plating occurs preferentially at the edges
and is extremely localized and inhomogeneous.[48,51] In addition,
the morphology changes depend on the conditions, whichmeans
there is not the one kind of lithium deposition.[66,67] Plating is

Figure 1. Crystal structure of LCO as example for layered oxides with a
hexagonal unit cell and the lattice parameters c and a.
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also influenced by uneven temperature and strongly enhanced
when the thermal gradient is perpendicular to the electrode
layers.[56] Nonuniform SEI and plating, covering the surface,
decrease the electrode area, which in turn increases the inhomo-
geneity of impedance and current density in the cell.[68] So, it is
reasonable to infer that a nonuniform temperature distribution
leads to inhomogeneous aging effects in the cell. Evidence of
how inhomogeneous temperature distributions affect the aging
mechanisms during cycling is scarce. Thus, this question is
addressed in this publication. The knowledge of a maximum
temperature difference that a cell can tolerate without signifi-
cantly accelerated degradation is most useful for any application.

The results presented here are one aspect in a doctoral thesis[30]

and are closely related to our previous cyclic aging study on the
impact of temperature boundary conditions on the overall aging
quantified by means of capacity fade and resistance increase.
The calendar aging of this cell type is considered elsewhere.[69]

In this work, the electrodes of the cycled cells are investigated
separately in a postmortem analysis considering electrode, particle,
and atomic level. To reveal potential inhomogeneities, methods are
chosen that can resolve the properties locally and samples are taken
from different locations of the electrodes. After an optical inspec-
tion, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used, the electrode
thickness measured, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) and inductively
coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) are per-
formed to evaluate the aging effects that took place. Combining
these complementary methods provides a comprehensive under-
standing of the mechanisms that occur during cell aging. Thus,
a conclusion can be drawn as to which of the aforementionedmain
drivers of aging contribute to which extent to cell aging and how
this differs for different thermal boundary conditions. This post-
mortem analysis will identify how different thermal conditions
impact the aging effects and identify the most critical condition.

2. Temperature-Dependent Cell Aging

The commercial pouch cells SLPB 8043140H5 from Kokam Co.,
Ltd. with a capacity of 3 Ah were cycled under different thermal
boundary conditions, including temperature gradients and transi-
ents. A detailed explanation of the experimental test setup, the
results, the evaluation, and interpretation of the results on the over-
all aging behavior are given in our previous publications.[70,71]

Here, we briefly outline the boundary conditions and summarize
the results necessary.

The cells were cycled with a constant current of 3 C (9 A) over
the whole SoC range (2.7–4.2 V) at the three temperature levels 0,
25, and 50 °C. Those temperatures, homogeneously distributed
over the cell, are typical aging conditions when the temperature
influence is considered over a relevant range of application.
They are referred to as homogeneous stationary (HS) conditions
and serve as the reference cases and basis for comparison for the
inhomogeneous and transient thermal boundary conditions.
A temperature gradient over the length of the cell specifies
the second group of thermal conditions (inhomogeneous station-
ary [IS]). This gradient spans between two of the temperature lev-
els, respectively, resulting in a magnitude of either 25 or 50° K
temperature difference. In the transient cases (homogeneous
transient [HT]), the temperature switches during (dis-)charge

between two of the temperatures levels, so the cells are exposed
to regular temperature changes over time.

The change in capacity and internal resistance per equivalent
full cycle (EFC), based on the standard capacity at beginning of
life (BoL) and 25 °C, was evaluated to quantify the aging progress
as a function of temperature. This aging rate is shown,
as an example, for the capacity in Figure 2. The capacity fade
ΔCC=20 per EFC is plotted as a function of the temporal and spa-
tial average temperature. Each marker represents the results of
one thermal boundary condition. The green squares show the
capacity fade of the HS cases, the gray diamonds the IS cases,
while the salmon circles represent the HT ones. These marker
shapes and colors represent the different groups of conditions
throughout the article. The results in the graph show that an
aging function (black line) composed of two exponential func-
tions describes the capacity fade for all stationary conditions
(HS, IS). The cells cycled under a temperature gradient age
according to their average temperature. In contrast, the cells with
a transient temperature (HT) exhibit a different aging behavior
that does not correlate with the average temperature.

The temperature level, in particular, is decisive for the aging
rate even with an inhomogeneous temperature distribution.
However, cells that are cycled under a temperature gradient over
the length of the cell exhibit an overall aging behavior that cor-
responds closely to the average temperature. That is even valid
for the extreme magnitude of a 50 K difference. Cycling with
superimposed temperature changes leads to fundamentally dif-
ferent aging rates. To understand these different behavior, we
need to open the cells and perform a postmortem analysis.
Therefore, the cells are opened under an inert gas atmosphere,
and the electrodes are examined with different methods to get a
profound understanding of the aging effects. At cell opening the
cells had reached EFCs between 5000 and 9000, except for the
cells at HS temperature of 0 °C, which only reached around
900 EFC. For the exact number of EFC of each cell, the reader
is referred to the Supporting Information.

Figure 2. Aging rate as capacity fade per EFC depending on the spatial and
temporal average temperature for the thermal boundary conditions.
Reproduced with permission under the terms of the Creative Commons
CC BY license.[71] Copyright 2020, the Authors. Published by MDPI.
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3. Results and Discussion

This section presents the results of the postmortem analysis.
Thereby, the changes relative to the state at BoL are compared
for the different boundary conditions. First, the optical altera-
tions at the electrodes are presented, which are noticeable by
the naked eye when the cell is opened. Subsequently, the
SEM images are shown, and electrode thickness and area-specific
weight are analyzed in a mechanical characterization. Then, for
selected boundary conditions, the XRD results are presented
regarding the change in the lattice structure of the cathode, as
well as the concentration of lithium, cobalt, nickel, aluminum,
and phosphorus in the anode measured via ICP-OES.

3.1. Visual Inspection

During opening the cells, remarkable changes in comparison to
BoL were directly visible. For all aged cells, the severest changes
occur in the outer layers, which are shown in Figure 3.

3.1.1. Homogeneous Stationary

Compared to BoL, the cell cycled at HS 25 °C (HS25 °C) shows a
slightly grayish deposit at the outermost anode layer and a
slightly increased discoloration at the separator edges. The two
rows of dots in Figure 3b are visible on each separator layer
in each cell and presumably originate from the production

process. The most remarkable difference of HS0 °C is an irregu-
lar blotchy anode surface, with a clear indication of lithium plat-
ing close to the anode current collector and the edges where the
anode overlaps the cathode (Figure 3a). This edge effect is a
typical phenomenon for lithium plating.[53] Compared to
HS0 °C, there occured only minor changes at the condition
HS50 °C. The most noticeable change is the strong brownish dis-
colouration of the separator (Figure 3b).

3.1.2. Inhomogeneous Stationary

For the cell exposed to a temperature gradient between 0 and
50 °C, Figure 3c shows the distinct plating visible on the anode
localized at the coldest quarter close to the anode tab. The silvery/
gray cover layer is discernable throughout the cell stack.
Furthermore, the separator has a grayish coloration comparable
to the HS50 °C cell. This might be related to very small deposits
and particle fragments from the electrodes.[73,74] IS0/25 °C also
exhibits clear plating from the anode tab where 0 °C was applied
during cycling up to the electrode’s center toward the cathode
tab. This large area of partially thick planar plating on the surface
potentially lengthens the diffusion paths[75] and thus could
explain the comparatively large increase in polarization resis-
tance that was observed in the cyclic aging study.[71] The edge
effect is evident, but otherwise, the lithium deposition is ran-
domly distributed on the surface. Compared to the IS0/50 °C,
the cell with IS0/25 °C shows much less plating and significantly
more compared to HS0 °C. Probably, this can be related to lower
overpotentials at higher average temperatures. Cycling between
the cutoff voltages then leads to higher SoC for a higher average
temperature and at high SoC plating is more likely. The cell with
a gradient between 25 and 50 °C does not reveal any striking dif-
ferences compared to HS25 °C. Assuming a linear temperature
profile, the significant lithium plating is limited to the coldest cell
area where temperatures between 0 and about 12 °C are present.
This finding indicates that temperature effects dominate over
increased current density at regions with higher temperatures.
However, this is in contradiction with the results from
Campbell et al.,[53] who found increased plating in the warm
region due to the higher current density there.

3.1.3. Homogeneous Transient

The cells charged and discharged with a transient temperature
exhibit signs of massive loss of lithium. First, lithium plating
on the surface occurs when a temperature level of 0 °C is
involved. The anode surface of HT0/25 °C is covered homo-
geneously with small areas of metallic deposits, while HT0/50 °C
shows inhomogeneous patches (Figure 3d). Second, a significant
quantity of black friable and soft extra material appears in the
cells that were temporarily exposed to 50 °C (HT0/50 °C and
HT25/50 °C). It is found at the anode side of the separator,
not on, but adhered to the electrode and mainly close to the cath-
ode tab. It even grows from between the separator layers out of
the cell stack, which is observable after removing the pouch foil
and shown in Figure 3e. In minimal amounts, this also appears
in the other cells, either in the separator fold or near the cathode
tab. A flame test for material detection via the characteristic

Figure 3. Photographs during cell openings. a) Anode of HS0 °C with
some plating, b) discolored separator of HS50 °C, c) anode of IS0/50 °C
with plating in the coldest quarter, d) massive plating on the HT0/50 °C
anode, and e) dead lithium (black) close to the cathode tab of HT0/50 °C.
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emission spectrum shows a red flame coloration, indicating lith-
ium with the two main spectral lines at 671 nm.[76] Presumably,
the material is dead lithium that deposited rather than interca-
lated and then reacted with electrolyte to SEI. The localized mate-
rial close to the cathode tab might be due to nonuniform
electrolyte filling.[77] It could also be related to the significantly
lower pressure at the edge of the cell stack than between the elec-
trodes. Therefore, mossy lithium can deposit and grow further
there. Li et al.[50] provide similar considerations, claiming that
lithium is deposited in a mossy morphology when the SEI is elas-
tic. As a large amount of dead lithium arises only for HT0/50 °C
and HT25/50 °C, temperature changes seem critical for this
phenomenon – when high temperature is involved. Probably,
the temperature increase during charging from 0 to 50 °C
reduces the overpotentials and changes the balance of the
rate-determining processes so that lithium plating occurs.
Similar observations are reported by Carter et al.[54] for charging
at transient temperatures. This can explain the accelerated aging
rate for HT thermal conditions noticed for capacity fade in our
previous study.[71]

3.2. SEM

SEM images of the aged electrodes in Figure 4 show detailed
changes for the different thermal conditions. Primary particles
of NCA increasingly lose their adhesion to each other at elevated
temperature resulting in reduced integrity and finally cracking of
secondary particles along the boundaries between the primary
particles. This is visible in the cross sections of the cathode
for the HS50 °C boundary condition in the first row of
Figure 4, indicated by yellow circles. After cycling at 50 °C, the
primary particles of each secondary particle are well identifiable,
and some are completely broken. This is also evident in the close
up of the surface circled in yellow. At 25 °C, only some secondary
particles break during cycling, while at 0 °C, the primary particles
composing the secondary particles are not discernible, just as in
the BoL state.

The particle rupture at higher temperature probably is a
consequence of higher mechanical stress caused by phase trans-
formation. At elevated temperatures, the cutoff voltages are
reached after a larger charge throughput, and the phase transfor-
mation, which occurs mainly at high voltages,[78] is completely
undergone. In contrast, the LCO particles do not show signs
of particle cracking in the electrode sections analyzed. In addition
to the particle cracking of NCA, there are more deposits visible
on the cathode surface images for increasing cycling tempera-
ture. The cathode that was cycled at 50 °C shows darker patches
which seem to be flake-like particles (orange arrows).

The graphite anode does not exhibit any alteration in the cross
section, so the images are not shown. However, the inspection of
the surface reveals significant modifications. The anode cycled at
0 °C is, in some places, coated with a thick homogeneous layer
that looks like it is shrunk on the surface (blue arrows) and is
assumed to be one type of morphology of plated lithium.
Otherwise, there is little change in the typical flake structure
of graphite in this case. For 25 °C, there are minor changes com-
pared to BoL (cp., Supporting Information) as the surface layer,
probably SEI, blurs the edges of the flakes slightly more.

The anode cycled at 50 °C exhibits much more nonuniform
surface phenomena. Again, the blurring of the edges is visible
together with tiny granular deposits in the first picture attributed
to electrolyte degradation and SEI. In contrast, clusters of needle-
like crystals appear in other regions and the second picture.
Presumably, this constitutes another morphology of lithium
plating. These findings suggest that the morphology of plated
lithium depends on the cycling temperature. While the deposits
tend to be needle-like or granular at high temperatures, they are
more planar and homogeneous at low temperatures. This obser-
vation is supported by Park et al.,[64] who report less dendritic
growth for lower temperature and Li et al., who state that for
extensive deposition, the morphology is planar.[50]

The electrodes in the cells cycled with a temperature gradient
exhibit similar phenomena as described for HS, depending on
the local temperature. The only difference for IS0/50 °C is
needle-like lithium plating in the cold part of the anode that
was not observed in the HS0 °C condition.

The SEM images of the cathode of HT0/50 °C look similar to
the cathode HS50 °C with broken NCA particles but slightly
more deposits on the surface. The anode partly shows the famil-
iar needle-like structures. Yet, in other parts, a thick surface layer
covers the graphite particles. The pressure in the cell probably
causes the large amount of plating to compact and form this layer
between the anode surface and the separator.

3.3. Mechanical Characterization

In this section we evaluate the changes of thickness and weight of
the anode due to aging. Figure 5 shows the change in anode thick-
ness relative to its initial state at BoL as a function of the local
temperature. The cathode layer, on the other hand, does not show
a discernible influence of the temperature on the thickness and
exhibits only a minor thickness increase or even decrease, so it
is not shown here, but in the Supporting Information.

The standard deviation is <0.18% throughout the measure-
ments. Thus, the error bars are smaller than the marker size
and therefore not visible in the diagram. In general, the anode
thickness increases with higher temperatures. Especially for the
HS conditions (green squares), the trend of increasing anode
thickness with temperature is evident and almost linear.
Waldmann et al.[58] obtained similar cycling results at homoge-
neous temperature, although they found an S-shaped correlation
of anode thickness and temperature instead of an almost
linear one.

For the cells with inhomogeneous temperature control (IS),
the electrode thickness was measured at both the cold and the
warm edges. The thickness at the warm side is indicated in
Figure 5 with the light gray diamonds, while the cold side thick-
ness is represented by dark gray diamonds. These thicknesses
follow the linear temperature dependency almost perfectly.
The slightly higher thickness increase at the cold edge of
IS0/25 °C might be due to the high amount of thick lithium plat-
ing on the surface. Thus, it can be concluded that the anode
thickness is mainly determined by the actual local temperature,
independent of other conditions elsewhere.

The thickness changes of the anodes with HT temperature
control (HT, salmon circles) stand out, as they are not in line
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with the other data. Here, the temperature value is the
temporal average. The anodes of HT0/50 °C (circle at 25 °C)
and HT25/50 °C (circle at 37.5 °C) are slightly thicker, as their
average temperature would suggest, while those of HT0/25 °C
(circle at 12.5 °C) are thinner. These findings are similar to
the capacity fade during cycling, which is more significant for
the first two and less for the last one than expected according
to the aging function[71] (cp., Figure 2).

The relative increase in anode weight in Figure 6 resembles
the picture of the layer thickness, although the relative differen-
ces are much lower. The standard deviation is still <0.18%, but
due to the scaling of the y-axis, the error bars are now discernable
in the plot. There is a higher increase in weight at higher temper-
atures for the cells cycled at HS conditions. In contrast to the
layer thickness, the weight at the edges with applied temperature
gradients does not correspond to that after cycling at respective

Figure 4. SEM images at EoL of cathode cross section (first row) and surface (second and third row) and the anode surface (fourth and fifth row) for
cycling at HS temperature control at 0 °C (first column), 25 °C (second column), and 50 °C (third column).
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homogeneous temperatures but is higher, both at cold and warm
temperatures.

Considering the HT conditions, the weight increase for HT0/
25 °C is relatively low, while it is much higher for HT25/50 °C
and especially HT0/50 °C. It therefore follows the trend observed
so far.

The results suggest that the effects contributing to the increase
in thickness and weight are purely temperature-dependent and
do not depend on current. Side reactions and thus SEI growth are
accelerated at high temperatures and partly contribute to the
increase in anode thickness. As the SEI formation is uneven
across the depth of the graphite anode and most intense close

to the separator,[45] it should be detectable with surface-sensitive
characterization techniques. However, there is no covering layer
visible in the SEM micrographs that would indicate an increase
of the anode thickness of almost 15%. Thus, we calculated the
lithium loss the SEI growth would have incorporated as a rough
estimate. The estimation and the assumptions are summarized
in the Supporting Information. The results for the hot part of the
IS25/50 °C cell are presented in the following, as the anode thick-
ness is highest in this case.

Assuming the SEI consists of pure dilithium ethylene
dicarbonate (Li2EDC; C4H4Li2O6), with a molar volume of
ṼSEI ¼ 9.6 ⋅ 10�5 m3

mol and an overall porosity ε of 10%,
Equation (1) can be employed to calculate the number of moles
lost in the SEI.

M̃Li ¼
2

ṼSEI
⋅ ð1� εÞ ⋅ AAnode ⋅ Δs (1)

With the surface area of all anode sheets AAnode ¼ 0.292m2

and a thickness increase of Δs ¼ 6.2 μm, the amount of lithium
lost in the SEI would be 0.046mol. Another way to calculate the
amount of lithium in the SEI is based on X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements, which is very surface sensi-
tive and resolves only the first few nanometers of the surface, so
the composition of the SEI is revealed. It gives a lithium concen-
tration of 23.5 at% at the anode surface. Using this value, an over-
all amount of lithium in the SEI of 0.034mol can be calculated.
Although the two values differ, they are in the same order of mag-
nitude. If the anode thickness increase is completely attributed to
the SEI growth, even the lowest increase of Δs ¼ 3.1 μm for
HT0/25 °C consumed 0.024 and 0.017mol lithium, respectively.
A similar calculation can be done regarding the increase in elec-
trode weight. It has to be noted that the cells with the highest/
lowest increase in layer thickness are not the same that reveal the
highest/lowest increase in weight. Assuming it is solely due to
the SEI, between 0.011mol (HS0 °C) and 0.028mol (IS0/50 °C
hot), is lost, depending on the thermal condition.

To illustrate the implication of these numbers, they are com-
pared to the amount of lithium present in the anode. The amount
of lithium in the aged anodes obtained from ICP-OES ranges
from 0.076mol (HS0 °C) to 0.113mol (IS0/50 °C).

Figure 7 shows the correlation of the change Δ in thickness
and weight increase to the amount of lithium in the aged anodes.
As the ICP-OES was only performed for selected samples, the
number of markers is reduced. The results for the HS conditions
are shown as green squares, and the color of the inner square
indicates the respective temperature. Additionally, the data for
HT0/50 °C and IS0/50 °C are included. Two aggregations of data
points can be identified for both thickness and weight gain. One
at low lithium amounts and low weight/thickness increase.
Those markers belong to low-to-medium temperature condi-
tions, while the second cluster at higher moles of lithium is asso-
ciated with higher temperatures or a temperature transient.

Furthermore, there is a linear trend for the weight while there
is none for the thickness increase. Although these calculations
are rough estimates, they imply that the weight increase is
mainly due to lithium deposition or SEI growth, while another
effect contributes to the thickness increase.

Figure 5. Increase in the anode thickness relative to BoL depending on the
local temperature for the different thermal boundary conditions during
cycling.

Figure 6. Increase in the anode weight relative to BoL depending on the
local temperature for the different thermal boundary conditions during
cycling.
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Assumably, cycling leads to increased solvent cointercalation
and exfoliation so that the graphite particles expand over time,
contributing to the thickness increase. Furthermore, the SEI con-
sists not only of Li2EDC but various other decomposition prod-
ucts containing fluor and phosphorus. Transition metals at the
anode and originating from the cathode probably do not signifi-
cantly affect the weight, as their concentration is low (cp., ICP-
OES). Still, they impact the SEI growth and composition, so they
might indirectly affect the substantial thickness and weight
increase during cycling. This might explain the relatively large
thickness increase compared to the lower weight increase.

3.4. XRD

XRD is used to investigate potential distortions of the crystal
structure of the cathode active material by determining the lattice
parameters. XRD reveals that for all thermal boundary condi-
tions, lattice parameter a decreases while lattice parameter c
increases for both NCA and LCO. The only exception is parame-
ter a of LCO at HT0/25 °C, which increases slightly. These alter-
ations are more pronounced in NCA. The results for NCA are
shown in Figure 8, while the diagram for LCO can be found
in the Supporting Information. The expansion along the x-axis
indicates less lithium within the structure.[79]

At first glance, there is little temperature dependency in the
parameter variation in Figure 8. Still, for lattice parameter c,
the values for cells with HS temperature control increase with
rising temperature. Temperature gradients have different effects
for the warm and cold regions. In the warm region, the change in
the lattice parameters is about the same as for homogeneous
temperature control, while in the cold area, there are greater dif-
ferences than with the equivalent homogeneous temperature
control.

Moreover, the homogeneously transient cycled cells once
again exhibit a pattern that deviates from their average

temperature comparable to that of the layer thickness increase.
Accordingly, HT0/50 °C and HT25/50 °C have a more significant
change in c, while it is relatively small for HT0/25 °C. The meas-
urements for lattice parameter a do not indicate a considerable
temperature dependency, but the HT cells show a larger decrease
in the lattice parameter. The increase in c combined with the
decrease in a leads to a distortion of the crystal structure where
the layers are more widely spaced while the atoms within a layer
converge. Besides the change in lattice parameters, a slight shift
of the peaks in one or the other direction can be observed in the
spectrum. However, this cannot be correlated with the boundary
conditions and is therefore not presented here. No splitting of
one or more peaks can be observed as, for example, Maher
et al. did.[80] Therefore, it can be assumed that a hexagonal crystal
structure is still present after cycling, in which only the c/a ratio
has increased, leading to a decreased lithium stoichiometry,
which is supported by the literature.[14,18] In terms of crystal
structure, NCA appears to be more prone to these effects
than LCO.

3.5. ICP-OES

The concentration of aluminum, cobalt, nickel, lithium, and
phosphorus in the anodes is measured by ICP-OES and shown
in Figure 9. As the measurement is very costly, there is fewer data
available. The trend of increasing lithium concentration at higher
temperatures is evident in Figure 9a. It increases for HS temper-
ature control with rising temperature, and for applied gradients
(IS0/50 °C) and especially for temperature changes (HT0/50 °C),
it is even further increased.

Similar results are obtained for phosphorus shown in
Figure 9b. The highest phosphorus concentration is found in
the HT0/50 °C cell. However, there seems to be no temperature
influence below 25 °C, while the concentration increases signifi-
cantly at 50 °C. The measured values are in the same order of
magnitude but slightly higher as found in the literature.[16,63]

This can be explained by the long duration of the experiment

Figure 7. Thickness and weight increase correlated with the amount of
lithium determined with ICP-OES for different thermal boundary
conditions.

Figure 8. Change in lattice parameters a and c relative to BoL for NCA.
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and the high number of EFC reached in this work. The weight
percentage of lithium is significantly lower here but depends
strongly on the voltage at cell opening and is therefore difficult
to compare.

Transition metals are present in all samples. Figure 9c shows
the cobalt concentration as an example. Thus, their dissolution
has occurred at the cathode during cycling. The largest amount is
found for cobalt, followed by nickel and aluminum, which cor-
responds to the order of their stability. There is no significant
trend with respect to the temperature. The cobalt concentration
increases slightly with rising temperature up to 0.19 wt% for the
anode at 50 °C in the cell cycled with a temperature gradient.
Aluminum has a higher concentration only at 50 °C, especially
for the anode for HS50 °C, while there is a slight decrease for
nickel.

The results for phosphorous and lithium correlate positively
with the temperature dependency of the anode thickness, sug-
gesting that the thickness increase is at least partly due to SEI
growth after all. This SEI growth is likely accelerated by higher
temperatures leading to higher reactions rates and cobalt
incorporating into the SEI and altering it. The relative impact
of temperature increase and the presence of transition metals
on SEI growth cannot be distinguished. Still, as increased tem-
perature causes enhanced cross-talk, it is the relevant factor.
However, there must be another relationship that explains the
behavior of cells under HT temperature control. Both the film
thickness and XRD indicate increased aging with temperature
changes at medium- and high-temperature levels, which is also
confirmed in the weight fractions of phosphorus and lithium
from ICP-OES. Nevertheless, no increased fraction of transition
metals appears in the anode for these boundary conditions.
The change of the lattice parameters in the crystal structure is
not directly related to their dissolution.

The coefficients of thermal expansion vary strongly between
the materials and might cause accelerated aging when the cell
is subject to temporal temperature changes. The thermal
expansion coefficient ranges from 55 to 66 μmK�1 for graphite,

depending on the degree of intercalation.[81] For NCA and LCO,
there is no literature data, but for the whole cell, values
range from 1.1 μmK�1 (LCO/C)[82] to 5.49 μmK�1 (NMC/C).[83]

These values are large enough to induce mechanical stress inside
the cell, which is known to affect degradation during cycling.[84]

Still, this seems unlikely as aging is accelerated at moderate and
high temperatures, but is milder at HT0/25 °C, although the
expansion coefficients are constant over the entire temperature
range. Whether the thermal expansion actually contributes to
the observed aging behavior or not cannot conclusively be
clarified here.

3.6. Correlation of Results

The cell cycled at a homogeneous temperature of 0 °C shows less
change than expected, considering that this temperature is com-
monly supposed to promote lithium plating. Yet, the cell in this
investigation shows only minor signs of lithium deposition in the
visual inspection, SEM, and the lithium concentration in the
anode is relatively low. The cells at a low-temperature level seem
to benefit from the constant current (CC) cycling without con-
stant voltage (CV) phase because the high SoC, which is critical
for plating, is avoided by reaching the voltage limits early. Thus,
temperature and voltage effects cannot be separated completely.
Also, the particle fracture and reduced cohesion of the NCA sec-
ondary particles in cells cycled at 50 °C can be attributed to the
higher SoC reached due to the higher temperature.

An evident temperature dependency can be shown for the
anode thickness, increasing with temperature. This may partly
be attributed to enhanced SEI growth at higher temperatures
which is supported by the increased lithium and phosphorus
concentration at the anode found by ICP-OES. Still, this cannot
explain all of it. Lithium deposition at cold temperatures seems to
have a minor impact on the thickness increase.

However, the SEM images of the surface do not show an
increased concentration of decomposition products forming a
severe surface layer. Whether a great proportion of the SEI is
developed in the bulk of the electrode cannot be proven as the
porosity changes cannot be reliably determined. Either way,
according to our estimation, the measured thickness increase
does not correlate with the amount of lithium in the anode.
Thus, it is presumably not only due to SEI growth. Presumably,
higher temperatures lead to solvent cointercalation and exfolia-
tion, resulting in these high anode thicknesses.

The weight increase for the HS conditions exhibits a temper-
ature dependency that is less pronounced than that of the thick-
ness increase. In contrast to the thickness increase, it correlates
linearly with the lithium amount in the anode. Thus, it could be
associated with lithium deposition and SEI growth.

The ICP-OES measurements reveal that there are transition
metals present at the anode which is due to their dissolution
at the cathode. Although they are known to enhance SEI growth,
their concentration does not correlate with the lithium and phos-
phorus concentration. Furthermore, for the HS conditions, the
results do not suggest a strong temperature dependency.

In contrast, the crystal lattice becomes slightly more distorted
at elevated temperatures, which is probably due to lower lithium
concentrations and indicates a loss of capacity. Additional signs

Figure 9. Concentration in weight percentage of a) lithium,
b) phosphorous, and c) cobalt in the cycled anode active material.
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of mechanical degradation appear in the SEM cross sections,
indicating a reduced cohesion of the NCA secondary particles
up to particle fracture. NCA is clearly more affected by the men-
tioned changes than LCO.

The influence of temperature gradients on the anode is
already apparent at the cell opening. Lithium plating is visible
as silverish deposition on the anode surface in the cold part
up to about 12 °C, assuming a linear temperature gradient.
The differences between warm cell regions and cold ones are also
apparent in the specific electrode weight and layer thickness.
While the layer thickness of the anode with homogeneous tem-
perature control matches that at the corresponding temperature
with the gradient applied, the specific weight for the anode cycled
under a temperature gradient is generally increased. This sup-
ports that they are not induced by the same mechanisms.
Nevertheless, both lithium concentration and lattice parameters
show the same results for high temperatures whether a temper-
ature gradient was applied or not. For cold temperatures, the
variation is slightly stronger for the cell cycled with a gradient.

In this study, the inhomogeneity is provoked by extreme gra-
dients with temperature differences of 25 and 50 K over the length
of the cell. Assumably, the statistical distribution of all the mech-
anisms would diminish the measurable effect if the temperature
differences were considerably smaller. However, none of the cells
has reached the knee point, from which aging accelerates dramati-
cally. This effect is also known as sudden death and can be trig-
gered by different mechanisms and/or their combinations.[85]

Therefore, it cannot be excluded that this transition point is reached
earlier in the cells with gradient and inhomogeneous aging effects
despite similar aging with and without temperature gradients. So
even with the temperature-dependent alterations during aging
revealed by the postmortem analysis, a maximum temperature dif-
ference over the length of the cell cannot be defined.

In contrast to temperature gradients, temporal temperature
changes lead to different aging effects. At cell opening,
HT0/50 °C shows by far the greatest amount of lithium plating
and dead lithium, followed by HT25/50 °C. In ICP-OES, the
amount of lithium and phosphorus is also significantly increased
for both cells, and the layer thickness of the anode increases
excessively for those two conditions. The lattice parameters of
the cathode also change the most for these two cells. This would
mean that the crystal lattice distortion is not the driver for the
transition metal dissolution.

While increased aging occurs for temperature changes over
the entire temperature range or at a high-temperature level, it
is consistently milder for HT0/25 °C than the average tempera-
ture would indicate. The most significant aging mechanism at
cold temperatures is said to be plating. However, this is not lim-
ited to these conditions but also occurs at high temperatures.

The coefficient of thermal expansion as a possible cause seems
unlikely as aging is accelerated at moderate and high tempera-
tures, but is milder at HT0/25 °C, although the expansion
coefficients are constant over the entire temperature range.

As the boundary condition is applied at the surface, the
temperature will change there first before the cell core adjusts
to the new temperature. Therefore, a through-plane temperature
gradient exists. This directionality of the interelectrode gradient
may be a dominant effect that causes the different aging behavior
observed in this study.

The reason for the mild aging of HT0/25 °C might be the com-
bination of a small SoC range at 0 °C and the stripping of revers-
ibly plated lithium at the higher temperature of 25 °C. Probably,
at 25 °C, the stripping process is more favorable compared to the
SEI growth on the plated lithium. In contrast, SEI growth is
faster and more dominant at 50 °C.

4. Conclusion

The postmortem analysis reveals variations on the electrode and
atomic scale for the different thermal boundary conditions dur-
ing cycling that complement and sometimes contrast the com-
mon understanding.

The temperature dependency of the various aging mecha-
nisms is still valid when there is an applied temperature
gradient over the length of the cell. With inhomogeneous tem-
perature distribution, they occur accordingly inhomogeneously
and induce an inhomogeneous aging behavior in the cell. This
means that the aging effects occur according to the local tem-
perature whether there is a homogeneously distributed temper-
ature in the cell or an in-plane temperature gradient. However,
this is limited to the electrode level and does not affect the
cells’ overall capacity fade and impedance increase which
changes according to the average cell temperature, as shown
previously.[71]

The presented results prove that temporal temperature
changes during cycling provoke an utterly different aging behav-
ior. This is consistently shown by the methods of postmortem
analysis (excluding the concentration of transition metals) and
has likewise been observed for capacity fade and impedance
increase.[71] Here, not only the temperature level but also the
magnitude of temperature difference seems important as the
aging is most severe for the cell experiences changes between
0 and 50 °C. We assume that the directionality of the interelec-
trode gradient contributes significantly to this behavior which is
in accordance with the findings of Carter et al.[55]

Overall, it can be stated that the most relevant aging mecha-
nisms are the loss of lithium at the anode and the loss of adhe-
sion between secondary particles at the cathode. Harlow et al.[36]

suggest monocrystals as cathode active material to prevent parti-
cle cracking and state that a rapid formation of a stable SEI is a
requirement for a long lifetime of the battery cell as it impedes
loss of active lithium. The result presented in this publication
support this hypothesis.

5. Experimental Section

The cells under investigation are high-power pouch cells with a counter-
tab configuration from Kokam Co., Ltd. (SLPB 8043140H5), with a nomi-
nal capacity of 3.2 Ah, a nominal voltage of 3.7 V. The typical experimen-
tally measured discharge capacity at standard conditions (25 °C and C/2)
is 3 Ah. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) results show the
chemistry to be graphite at the anode and an LCO/NCA blend at the cath-
ode. The separator is made of PE, verified by a melting point analysis with
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). XPS reveals that for the electrolyte
LiPF6 as conductive salt is used, probably in ethylene carbonate and/or
dimethyl carbonate (DMC) as solvent.

Cyclic Aging: A detailed description of the test setup and testing
procedure is available in ref. [70]. Self-designed temperature control plates
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were employed to control the temperature directly at the cell surface. They
comprised liquid cooling and heating channels. They were supplied by
thermostats, which guaranteed high-temperature stability independent
of the thermal load. This allowed the temperature boundary conditions
to be precisely applied onto the electrode stack and the cell tabs. The
plates also ensured the mechanical clamping of the cells. Springs provided
a defined and uniform surface pressure of p¼ 3.3 N cm�2 applied to the
electrode stack of each cell.

The cycling was performed with the cell test device XCTS from BaSyTec,
while the periodical check-up measurements were carried out with the CTS
Lab from BaSyTec due to the higher voltage and current accuracy.

Postmortem Analysis: To ensure the comparability of the results, all cells
have been discharged before opening with a C-rate of C/20, then C/40,
followed by a CV phase at 2.83 V, which corresponds to the relaxation
voltage at BoL after complete discharge to 0% SoC. This procedure
was suggested by Kobayashi et al.[62] and reduces the influence of over-
potentials due to different impedance rises during aging. It is difficult
to ensure the same state of intercalation for all the cells. This procedure
comes close but still assumes that no major shift of the electrode balanc-
ing occurs due to different cycling conditions. The cells are not completely
discharged to 0 V but remain in their regular operating window to avoid
material changes unrelated to aging.[31] Comparing the capacity before cell
opening with that from the last check-up ensures that no further changes
have occurred over time. Then, the cells were opened in a glove box under
an inert gas atmosphere of argon with ceramic tools to avoid short circuits.
Necessary equipment into which water can diffuse was dehumidified at
60 °C for at least eight hours before use. Anode and cathode sheets were
separately washed in DMC for about 2min to remove residual conducting
salt, following the recommendations from Waldmann et al.[31] Then the
electrodes were dried, and the samples were prepared according to the
requirements of the subsequent analyses. To identify the effect of inhomo-
geneous temperature control, samples as close as possible to the warm
and cold edge were taken for the IS cells.

Electrode Weight and Thickness: To determine the area-specific weight of
the electrodes, five electrode coins with a diameter of 20 mm were
stamped out with a punch. They had a defined area so that their weight
can be compared. They were ejected from the glove box, weighed on a
precision scale, and the average value was calculated. Subsequently,
the thickness of the double-coated electrode was carefully measured on
those coins with a digital indicator from Mitutoyo.[72] The results of this
mechanical gauge were verified for BoL with a thickness evaluation of the
cross sections from SEM images.

SEM: SEM images of anode and cathode were taken from the active
material surface and a cross section of the current collector with coated
active material on both sides. Approximately 5� 5 mm sections have been
cut out of the electrode using ceramic scissors. Still in the glove box, the
samples were sealed with Parafilm in glass vials with rolled rim and snap-
cap. Then they were transported to the microscopes, and the vials were
only opened shortly before the sample was transferred into the device.
Thus, the time of air exposure is kept as short as possible. Own observa-
tions prove that brief contact with air is not critical for imaging, which is
consistent with the literature[86,87] even for samples with substantial lith-
ium plating. The surface was analyzed with a secondary electron (SE)
detector and an accelerating voltage of 2 kV with magnifications between
10 000 and 60 000.

The cross sections were polished with an ion beammilling system from
Leica Microsystems[88] to achieve a planar surface. Therefore, argon ions
are accelerated with a voltage of 6 kV and remove the outermost surface
mechanically. In the hard tabs and cathode particles, grooves from this
treatment are visible in some locations. The cross-sectional images were
taken with a magnification of 1000–3000 with a backscattered diffraction
(BSD) detector and an accelerating voltage of 5 kV.

Mercury Porosimetry: To measure the porosity, the washed electrodes
were cut into pieces of 5� 7mm with ceramic scissors to fit into the test
tube. The mercury porosimetry was carried out with Pascal 140 and Pascal
440 devices from the manufacturer POTEC to achieve a pressure range
from 0.01 kPa to 400MPa. This pressure range corresponds approximately
to pore radii from 58 μm to 1.8 nm.

The porosity εmeas measured by the device refers to the entire sample.
It, therefore, includes the current collector on which the active material is
coated. To calculate the porosity εAM of the active material coating, its
impact has to be eliminated using the ratio of the layer thicknesses,
according to the equation below.

εAM ¼ εmeas ⋅ 1þ sCC
sges � sCC

 !
(2)

The analyzed range of pore sizes is limited to between 0.01 and 4 μm
following Froboese et al.[89] Pore sizes with smaller diameters are negligi-
ble and larger pores result solely from the spaces between the cut electro-
des. The values for the porosity and layer thickness are given in Table 1.

XRD: XRD spectra were obtained from the powder of the cathode active
material. It was carefully scraped off from the current collector with a
scalpel. The obtained powder was filled under argon atmosphere in glass
vials with rolled rim and snap-cap sealed with Parafilm. The samples were
transferred to the D8 Advance diffractometer by Bruker.[90] The X-rays with
a wavelength of 1.51484 Å originated from a copper source. The Bragg–
Brentano arrangement of the diffractometer covers angles from 10° to 90°
divided into 7820 steps, with an acquisition time of 3 s each. After the
measurement, the background noise was subtracted, and the Kα2
separation was conducted. This data consisting of angle and intensity was
evaluated, and the lattice parameters a and c are calculated in MATLAB.
This calculation was verified with XRD measurements at different SoC as
literature data are available for comparison.[91,92]

ICP-OES: ICP-OES was measured on electrode coins with 20mm in
diameter and a weight of 75–77mg. Two coins were used from each cell,
and duplicate determinations were performed on two cell samples. Before
the actual measurement, acid digestion has to be conducted to bring the
components of the sample into solution. Graphite was only partially
digested, but all other elements were dissolved using a microwave system
from MLS Application. In addition to the samples, two acid blanks were
also measured to avoid allocating any impurities to the samples. The acid
digestion was carried out with 6mL HNO3 (65%), 1mL H2O2 (30%), and
1mL deionized water. An immediate reaction with the samples takes
place. Therefore, it was necessary to wait briefly before sealing the contain-
ers and placing them in the microwave system. This operated a three-step
program for graphite digestion with temperatures between 220 and 260 °C
and powers of 700–1000W, with the pressure rising to about 30 bar. This
procedure takes 36min and is shown in the Supporting Information.

Finally, the samples needed to cool down. A dark, bluish supernatant
(liquid) with a black residue of graphite remained. Subsequently, they
were decanted into volumetric flasks and diluted to 25mL with deionized
water (MilliQ).

The actual measurement was carried out with the iCAP 7000 from
ThermoFisher Scientific.[93] The solution was dosed and mixed with argon
to form an aerosol, which was excited in the measuring chamber with a
plasma at up to 900 °C.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.

Table 1. Porosity and layer thickness of the investigated cell at BoL.

Anode Cathode Separator

Porosity [%] 26 29 38

Layer thickness [μm]
active material (current collector)

36 (13) 27 (19) 13
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